Dear future and future me,
These current as well as present energy issues happening in my time
right now all revolve around how most people of my time aren’t being rather energy conservative. At
times where we can go towards saving energy and being fuel efficient we throw all opportunities
most of the time. Currently what’s happening speaking of around the time period that I am writing
this letter manufacturers and various industries are legitimately struggling to find fresh forms of
energy to use. Although energy is a source that is rather crucial within our lives people are using it in
an unethical manner as if we have loads of the energy kind. Yet when in reality our energy source
and amount of non-renewable fossil fuels are becoming fairly scarce. However these energy issues
and scarcities are only coming about due to our inabilites to conserve our essential energy
resources smartly. People have a tendency to leave lights on even when they’re not using them, let
tap water run where they forget to turn it off when not in proper usage, drive cars to places as well as
locations alike even if they are rather close to them, and just many irresponsible actions alongside
behaviour that deeply affects how we conserving manner utilize our energy at its fullest potential.
Correspondingly, all these little energy misuses done at least once in a while by practically every
household adds up to a mind blowing amount of diminished energy that could have been used for
essential purposes. Furthermore, this is my message to you future as well as my future self that if we
don’t start acting now sooner or later all our energy resources will have been completely depleted in
which some would have been used for careless reasons where you could have just simply did an
energy sort of conservation action that would have helped the planet a ton. You could turn off your
lights whenever they are not in use, shut off a running water tap faucet when not really in need of it
whether you are shaving, brushing your teeth or any other such activity that uses your tap, ride your
bike instead of transportation that emits constant pollution on a basis where at the same time you
are getting physical activity done through the process, and a whole bunch of other methods as well
as ways of saving energy through tasks that bring great benefit when it comes to properly utilizing
your energy sources in a conservative overall manner. These are all examples of methods and
solutions that can help us as well as people alike to rejuvenate our energy storages of the such
source for many future generations to come. People want energy to last long enough and be
on-going so that running establishments can be around for humanity in the many ever-lasting
coming years. However in order for this substantial goal to be there and be more so achieved we
must first take the step of taking conserving energy into consideration so the rate at which energy
depletes at goes down, and can then therefore replenish with these simple certain ways into properly
saving our energy. So it is my message from me to you, future self as well as the future people itself.
What will you do to smartly utilize your energy resources so that your amount of energy is plentiful
for all? Make sure that you only use your energy sources necessarily so that you don’t end up
having the same energy issue crisis we are somewhat having in this current present time that in
which I am writing this specific letter. Energy is important to power up our daily lives, and so these
are current day energy issues that I have overall discussed in this letter. Therefore it is now up to
you future me and future people reading this letter to make it your distinct assigned mission to
prevail towards smartly saving your energy. Good luck and I hope you succeed in not making the
same careless misusages of energy as we are doing now today in this current status day! I wish you
all the best in using your energy sources wisely and overall conversing manner so that many
generations can have the same privileges in having loads of energy to last them a good lifetime to
carry them on through their days! Today people are working towards having enough energy for you
future me and future people, so why not do the same for the next even further future people!

Sincerely,
Gitan Mathiroban

